
lovesexycocktail guide

“Shake Up Your Sexy”

This book is dedicated to all those Prince fans, “fams,”
true funk soldiers, bartenders, and mixologists throughout the
world who seek the most authoritative, accurate, and complete

source for perfect drinks inspired by beloved Prince songs.
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Welcome. You are holding in your hands the 1st
Edition of the definitive guide to mixing perfect

drinks inspired by Prince. The LoveSexy Cocktail Guide
offers drinks inspired by beloved Prince songs and
serves as an official manual for his fans, “fams,”
true funk soldiers, bartenders and mixologists. This
cocktail book is a basic tool to prepare a Prince song
inspired drink to “Get Yo Groove On” while listening
to your favorite Prince song or drink inspired song.
This book is urgently needed as a source on those
days when you need a Prince “pick me up.”

I’ve collected the best-known and best-loved Prince
songs that could be inspired by drink recipes, tested
and standardized by me, and presented in alphabetical
order, with recipes clear and easy-to-follow that, at
last, anyone could be an expert at Prince cocktail hour.

With all respect to Prince, this book is to honor him
through his fans, “fams,” true funk soldiers, and purple
party people that drink spirits or like having cocktails
every now and then.

The LoveSexy Cocktail Guide is not stuffy or
complicated, and contains recipes for spirits, mixers,
and ingredients that an alcoholic, I mean drunk...
no sorry...I mean any person who drinks spirits and
cocktails might already have on hand.
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These drinks are meant to celebrate Prince through
inspired song, good times, and good friends who also
love Prince and his music. You will make memorable
drinks for your Prince inspired parties and a perfect
excuse to put on his music and get lost in “spirits,”
song, and dance.

Okay, as Prince once said,

Now, turn the page and let’s get started!!!

“Shut up already, damn!”
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1. Shake with ice and strain into cocktail glass.

½ oz. Brandy

½ oz. Light Rum

½ oz. Triple Sec

¼ Lemon Juiced

Serves 1

beautiful strange
album: rave in2 the joy fantastic

Beautiful Strange is the eleventh track on Prince’s remix album

Rave In2 The Joy Fantastic released April 30, 2001 and the companion

album to Prince’s 23rd album Rave Un2 The Joy Fantastic released

November 9, 1999. The song was the only track on the album not to

have been included on Rave Un2 The Joy Fantastic, and was first

available as a video of a studio recording ending the Beautiful Strange

home video released August 24, 1999 with a short segment of the

recording session included as a prologue to the home video.
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1. Shake with ice and strain into cocktail glass.

2. Garnish with lemon peel twist.

2 oz. Vodka

1 oz. Light Rum

½ oz. Milk

½ Lemon Juiced

1 tsp. Sugar

Lemon Peel Twist

Serves 1

darling nikki
album: purple rain

Darling Nikki is the fifth track on Prince’s sixth album Purple Rain

(Prince and the Revolution) released June 25, 1984. Notes from Prince’s

Dreams notebook that was on display at the “My Name Is Prince” exhibit

in the O2 in London revealed that Prince considered naming Vanity’s

character in the film Nicarthra Ann, Nikki for short (ultimately changed

to Apollonia). Tipper Gore (wife of Al Gore), having overheard her

eleven-year-old daughter listening to the track, was inspired to found

the Parents Music Resource Center that advocated the mandatory use

of the warning label "Parental Advisory: Explicit Lyrics" on record covers

“thought” to contain language or lyrical content unsuitable for minors.

The recording industry voluntarily complied with the Center’s request.
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1. Stir with ice and strain into cocktail glass.

2. Garnish with lemon peel twist.

1½ oz. Gin

¾ oz. Dry Vermouth

¼ tsp. Sweet Vermouth

Lemon Peel Twist

Serves 1

electric chair
album: batman

Electric Chair is the second track on Prince’s eleventh album Batman

released June 20, 1989. A remix of the track by William Orbit was

the b-side of The Future released May 18, 1990 the album’s fifth single.

The vocals are attributed to The Joker, a character from the movie, as if

Prince is singing on his behalf.
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1. Stir with ice and strain into cocktail glass.

2. Garnish with olive.

1½ oz. Gin

¾ oz. Dry Vermouth

2 dashes Orange Bitters

Olive

Serves 1

housequake
album: sign o’ the times

Housequake is the third track on the first disc of Prince’s ninth album

Sign O’ The Times released March 31, 1987, and was the b-side for the

album’s third single U Got The Look released July 14, 1987. The track

was initially placed as the second track on the album Camille and was

planned as the b-side of the single Shockadelica (both credited to

Camille). It was then included as the third track on the first disc on the

triple-album Crystal Ball, which was pared down to become Sign O’ The

Times. Housequake (7 Minutes MoQuake) contains a sample from the

song Crazay by Jesse Johnson featuring Sly Stone from the album

Shockadelica (1986), after which Prince’s song Shockadelica was named.
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1. In saucepan, stir 1¼ cups sugar into ¾ cups hot water to make 1 cup
of simple syrup.

2. Stir all ingredients with ice and strain into cocktail glass.

3. Garnish with lemon peel twist.

2 oz. Gin

2 dashes Orange Bitters

½ tsp. Sugar Syrup

½ tsp. Maraschino Juice

Lemon Peel Twist

Serves 1

lavaux
album: 20ten

Lavaux is the sixth track on Prince’s thirty-fifth album 20Ten released

July 10, 2010. The song is named after The Lavaux, a region in the

canton of Vaud in Switzerland, in the district of Lavaux-Oron. This

region is close to the site of the Montreux Jazz Festival, where Prince

played shows in 2007 and 2009.
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1. Shake with ice and strain into cocktail glass.

1½ oz. Gin

¾ oz. Orange Juice

¼ tsp. Powdered Sugar

Serves 1

shockadelica
album: the hits / the b-sides

Shockadelica is the tenth track on disc three: The B-Sides of Prince’s

compilation album The Hits / The B-Sides released September 14, 1993,

and was initially the b-side of If I Was Your Girlfriend released May 6, 1987

the second single from Prince’s ninth album Sign O’ The Times. Prince

wrote the track after hearing that Jesse Johnson’s forthcoming album was

titled Shockadelica but had no title track. Prince felt that every album with

a great title should contain a title track. Prince sent the finished song to

Jesse Johnson, and Minneapolis’ radio station KMOJ where the song

premiered a few weeks before Jesse Johnson’s album was released.


